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AREA STUDIES 
A History of the Gospel and Violence in El Salvador, with Prospects for 
the Future 
by Kenton Moody 

El Salvador is one of the many countries in the world that is mourning due to lack of the peace of God. If the church is 
to be God’s agent of shalom for El Salvador and respond effectively to the gang violence, then it is important that it 
understand the origins of the problem. This article will summarize the historical significance of El Salvador’s violent 
past in relationship to the current problems as well as explain the emergence of the evangelical church. It will also 
describe the biblical plan of shalom and what the church’s responsibility should be to best fulfill God’s desire for the 
church to be God’s agent of shalom for the Salvadoran society. 
 
 
Opinion: Writing-Illiteracy amongst Pastors in East Africa 

by Jim Harries 

When a European language is used in East Africa for making decisions and setting courses of action, the ability to 

communicate in that language will be hampered by its rootage in non-indigenous contexts. The author suggests this is 

severely limiting to healthy indigenously-rooted growth of African Christianity. 

 

A History of the Gospel in Papua New Guinea: Factors in Faulty 
Discipleship 

by Chris Brittain 

In Papua New Guinea (PNG), biblical discipleship has been handicapped by the way the gospel was presented to the 

people by early missionaries. In the past it seemed rare for missionaries to be aware that they had interpreted the gospel 

through their own cultural lens and that there were serious distortions as a result. They assumed that their task was to 

get natives to abandon their heathen culture and exchange it for theirs. As a result, the church they planted was not a 

truly indigenous church because tribal peoples were discouraged from finding answers to their own questions that arose 

from their animistic worldview. Instead Bible teachers encouraged them to adopt the values and arbitrary customs of 

Westerners with regards to music, dress, worship patterns etc. As a result, there is a need for a “Missional Discipleship 

Movement (MDM)” within the church to help believers to discover for themselves what it means for the “Word to 

become flesh” in the PNG setting. 

 

African Traditional Beliefs and Development 



 

by Chris Ampadu 

The African lives in a religious universe. Religious tradition influences thoughts and actions, determining practically 

every aspect of life, including moral behavior. This essay concludes with the observation that African indigenous 

cultures and traditions have generally not promoted scientific inquiry or the development and adaptation of new 

technologies. Because African cultures tend to emphasize communalism, the people have a hard time accumulating 

enough wealth to build large enterprises. 

 

Reflection: Why Is Africa Poor? A Whiteboard Animation 

by Chris Ampadu 

The Whiteboard Animation in this Reflection is based on Chris Ampadu’s WCIU dissertation.  

Why is Africa poor, given all its natural resources: gold, diamonds, oil, timber?  

View a Whiteboard Animation in this Reflection that addresses this question. 

Africa’s problems are like a tree with spoiled fruits. 

Africa’s problems have roots in worldview issues  

Believing LIES impoverishes and enslaves people.  

Strong biblical roots will produce good fruits (truth, honesty, self-control, trustworthiness) 

 

Holistic Transformational Development in East Africa through Surgical 
Care 

by Dan Poenaru 

My premise is that a health care ministry to children with disabilities and their families can—and should—be the 

springboard to holistic, transformational community development in low-resourced settings in Africa. I will develop 

this thesis by first examining the context in which it is proposed with its social, cultural, and spiritual aspects. I will 

then define the specific bio-psychosocial and spiritual challenges that need to be met, and propose an elaborate, if 

hypothetical, plan of action. 

 
 
COMMUNITY AND SOCIETAL DEVELOPMENT 
Analysis of the American Immigration Crisis and a Crisis in the First 
Epistle of John through the Lens of a Social Scientific Model 
by Beth Snodderly 

Abstract 



 

A social science model, called a “status degradation ritual,” can help us understand some of the dynamics in the way 

people sometimes relate to others in a time of crisis. This article looks at a community crisis in the First Epistle of John 

and notes how the author used the elements of a status degradation ritual to try to solve the problem. The author’s 

community was having to distinguish between “the children of God,” and those who are having their status degraded to 

“children of the devil.” In this article I consider if this model also applies to the way some politicians talk about asylum 

seekers fleeing violence in their home countries. Do the degrading comments by top leaders put those people in a 

position of being seen and treated as non-persons? Might the similarities and differences between these 1st and 21st 

century crises help Jesus-followers know how to respond to current immigration issues? 
 
 
The Nature of Slavery and Its Imprint on Culture 

by Jennifer Winters 

Abstract 

Today slavery is almost universally condemned as evil, and absolutely unacceptable, but the practice of slavery has 

been the rule of history and not the exception. Philosophers and politicians such as Socrates, Plato, Aristotle, Cicero, 

and many others believed slavery was the normal and necessary way of life. No culture can claim total freedom for all 

of its members, although some societies have done better at identifying slavery and allowing freedom to thrive. What 

are the elements of slavery in our modern day?  The goal of this article is to expose the elements and characteristics of 

slavery, how it grows in a society, and then how it declines. It is no coincidence that the fight to end slavery occurred in 

the Christian world. The reason why the failure to fully end it seems so atrocious is because it stands in stark contrast to 

the ideals of freedom given by the Hebraic Christian faith. Slavery has been a stumbling block leading one to infer that 

there is something in the nature of mankind that descends towards the practice of enslaving others while at the same 

time acknowledging it as an injustice. By the same reasoning it can be said that people do not choose freedom for 

others, just for themselves. If one does not choose freedom for one’s self and others one will be enslaved.  I hope that 

this paper will lead men and women to choose freedom over slavery 
 
 
Cameroon’s Failure to Develop Agricultural Growth 

by Etienne Siama 

Résumé  

Dans sa quête pour l’émergence à l’horizon 2035 tel que mentionné par le DSCE, le Cameroun s’est doté d’une SNDR. 

A mesure  que le temps passe, les objectifs assignés tardent à se réaliser et ceux d’autant plus que l’environnement de la 

zone du plus grand producteur de riz souffre des affres de l’insécurité, auxquelles viennent s’ajouter les défis de 

l’ouverture des marchés. Productrice de la denrée alimentaire la plus consommée au monde, la SEMRY est, en plus des 



 

forces de son environnement, victime de sa gouvernance. Elle est sous « assistance respiratoire », ne vit  que des 

subventions et ne produit aucun résultat positif. Les équipements agricoles sont usés et certains rudimentaires ; c’est 

encore la main d’œuvre humaine qui fait le gros du travail pour une production déplorable.     

Abstract  

On its quest for emergence by 2035 as indicated in the Strategy paper for growth and employment (GESP), Cameroon 

defined a National Rice Development Strategy (NRDS). As time passes, set objectives linger to be achieved, especially 

as the largest rice producing zone is gravely affected by insecurity, a situation which is compounded by the challenge 

of opening markets. Producer of the most consumed food in the world, SEMRY is, in addition to the forces of its 

environment, a victim of its governance. She is under "Respiratory assistance", lives only on subsidies and produces no 

positive results. Agricultural equipment is worn and some rudimentary; it is still the human labor that does most of the 

work for a deplorable production. 
 
 
The Plight of the Talibé: How Theology and Development Theory 
Inform Social Action in Senegal 
by Brett D. Molter 

Wherever there are communities of people living together, social injustice exists. One such social injustice existing in 

many of the world’s nations today is that of child trafficking. This article seeks to examine the plight of the talibé of 

Senegal in light of development theory and how it might address this most pressing social injustice issue. Furthermore, 

through exegeting Scripture, this article will address theological implications of engaging in social injustice issues and 

what followers of Jesus could be doing to aid in its eradication. Finally, suggestions will be given for future research 

concerning the plight of the talibé and how might the country of Senegal be further affected if this exploitation of boys 

is allowed to continue. 

 
 
Reflection: Embracing Evil 
by Kenton Moody 

All I could see was the 666 looming in front of my eyes. What should I do? There were other numbers inked 

predominantly on almost every available space on his body—the number 18 from the 18th Street gang. 

We were in one of the youth detention centers in El Salvador that house young men many of whom have been involved 

in some type of gang activity. It has been said, “If they weren’t gang members before going in, they will be by the time 

they leave.” My wife and I have been visiting the center for almost two years getting to know the young men and trying 

to help them. 

 



 

Christian Witness in the Context of Boko Haram: A Call for Moderation 

by Dave Datema 

The Boko Haram (“Westernization is sacrilege”) movement literally exploded onto the world stage in 2009 in Nigeria 

and has been the most active expression of militant, Salafist Islam in Africa ever since. Boko Haram began as a 

response to secularization in the form of colonialism and Christian mission. In this paper I give an overview of the 

origin, ideology and impact of Boko Haram in Nigeria. I then promote and explain the thesis that in the context of 

Boko Haram as a response to secularization, moderation in Christian witness is a virtue.  

 
 
CROSS-CULTURAL COMMUNICATION 
The Reply of African Ethnicist-nationalism to the Overwhelming Mega-
culture of Globalization 

by Adder Abel Gwoda, Ph. D. 

From a cultural point of view, a universal uniformity is emerging which absorbs or dissolves any differences. Under the 

booster of neoliberal economics, globalization attempts to homogenize different identities following the Western 

model, resulting in tremendous reactions from endangered cultures. These reactions of identities are of two kinds: the 

zealot, which is belligerent and can turn into terrorism and the Herodian, which is essentially pacifist and adaptive. A 

phenomenological analysis of authentic African cultural experience presents an ethnicist acculturation attempt in a bid 

to diminish the mega-culture of Globalization. This identity reaction which is rather adaptive, known as ethnicist-

nationalism, will appear as a valuable contribution to the global justice project in so far as it provides a cosmopolitan 

flexible citizenship, built out of the postures of sentimental-nationalism and instrumental-globalization. 
 
 
Opinion: Writing-Illiteracy amongst Pastors in East Africa 

by Jim Harries 

When a European language is used in East Africa for making decisions and setting courses of action, the ability to 

communicate in that language will be hampered by its rootage in non-indigenous contexts. The author suggests this is 

severely limiting to healthy indigenously-rooted growth of African Christianity. 
 
 
Evaluating Hiebert’s Hunch - Is Lack of Phenomenological Knowledge 
the Weakest Link in “Critical Contextualization”?:  the Case of the 
Mende People of Sierra Leone, West Africa 

by Dave Datema 



 

Paul Hiebert championed “critical contextualization” and identified phenomenology (“exegeting humans”) as the 

weakest link in its practice that often led to split-level Christianity. In this paper I evaluate this assessment by locating 

the practice of critical contextualization among the Mende people of Sierra Leone, West Africa. I show how split-level 

Christianity took place there historically, examine phenomenological data to better understand Mende culture and 

ponder contemporary attempts of critical contextualization in Sierra Leone by Sierra Leoneans - all to support my 

thesis that critical contextualization is not so much a knowledge problem as it is a control problem. Cross-cultural 

missionaries will never have enough local knowledge to be the best contextualizers and until real control of 

contextualization is relinquished and given to nationals, critical contextualization will remain as a good idea rarely 

accomplished. 
 
 
EDUCATION 
Nothing published recently 
 
ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES 
Nothing published recently 
 
 
HEALTH AND DISEASE 
Holistic Transformational Development through Surgical Care 

by Dan Poenaru, M.D. 

“I have a dream…” The iconic words, spoken by Martin Luther King, Jr. in 1963 resonate in the ears of all those who, 

like me, would like to see true transformational development be born and flourish through the church of Jesus Christ in 

global communities bound by poverty, sickness, injustice, and apathy. This is the dream which has led me to a more 

than decade-long health care career in Africa, and the dream which made me join, in 2000, BethanyKids, a small faith-

based organization whose motto is “healing children in Africa, transforming lives.” 

 
 
Ralph Winter and Greg Boyd Talk about the Devil and Disease 

by Ralph D. Winter and Greg Boyd 

What if all disease pathogens as well as all violent forms of life are the work of Satan? What would Jesus have said 

about fighting germs in the name of Christ had the people of his time know about germs? How would that amplify and 

refocus our global mission? Christ has called us to be salt and light in a world of evil, corruption, and disease. We have 

a mandate to restore the glory of God among all peoples by more adequately representing His character. We 

misrepresent him if we talk only about getting to heaven. We must also reveal by our actions his concern for the 

conquest of evil and evil disease. 



 

LEADERSHIP 
Nothing published recently 
 
 
SOCIAL JUSTICE 
Reflection: Why Should Followers of Jesus Care about International 
Development? A Whiteboard Animation 

A 60-second whiteboard animation illustrates these and other key principles: 

• “Rescue the weak and the needy; 

  deliver them from the hand of the wicked” (Psalm 82:4). 

• “Give the hungry something to eat; welcome the stranger; look after the sick” (Matthew 25:34-36). 
 
 
Popular Approaches to Anti-Racism Are Influenced by Secularism and 
Are Self-Defeating 

by Jim Harries 

While this analysis of anti-racism is based upon case studies from Black African communities, it also applies to the 

situation in the United States in 2017 when racist attitudes and actions are publicly resurfacing after having been 

somewhat subdued by anti-racist legislation and general culture. 

 

What Is the Future of Evangelicals? A Conversation 

by Beth Snodderly 

In some ways Ralph Winter was a prophetic voice “crying in the wilderness,” and some of what he had to say before he 

died in 2009 is becoming more relevant as events have unfolded since then. His concern was that evangelicals not tear 

down God’s reputation by failing to push back against the works of the devil, wherever these are found. 

 
 
WOMEN IN INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT 
Femmes, Pauvrete et Inclusion dans la Transformation 
Socioeconomique au Nord-Cameroun depuis 1990 

by Gustave Gaye 



 

The need to include women in the local and national efforts to produce goods and services has radically changed the 

lives of women in northern Cameroon in both urban and rural areas over the past two decades. In northern Cameroon, 

despite numerous social constraints and cultural beliefs, women are playing a vital role in the local social economy.  
 
 
WORLDVIEW 
Cultural Metaphors and Development 
by Jim Harries 

The contemporary approach to development defines Africa’s needs almost entirely in terms of money and 

Westernization. What Africa needs, donors assume, is to be more like the West. The means used to attempt to reach 

this goal are outside money and Western-style education in Western languages (usually English).  

This article questions these presuppositions. But if outside donor money is not the answer for development in Africa, 

where should we look for the answer? This article presents research showing that human thinking is rooted in 

metaphors that are themselves rooted (or embodied) in actual experiences. This, then, opens doors of understanding 

ways in which Christian / biblical teaching is central to the initiation and propagation of sustainable, transformative, 

and indigenously rooted socio-economic development.  
 
A Specialized God 

by Dan Poenaru 

The dichotomy between physical and spiritual health reflects a gradual degradation of the church from a living, thriving 

body of believers connected through all spheres of life on earth into a social club gathering offering a very specific, and 

limited, range of “spiritual services” such as marriages, burials, childhood and adult Christian education, and the like. 

In the African culture and tradition, this “divine specialization” (Loewen 2000, 95-101) is particularly concerning. 
 
 
 
 


